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It is an honor to welcome each and everyone of you to our 11th Annual Phoenix Art Gala.

The 10th Annual was our last in-person event before the world changed. However, it is a

privilege for me to be here this year virtually as the Executive Director of HAPI and would

like to thank all of you for participating.

There are so many people and organizations who contributed to the overall success of

HAPI's transition and this year’s Virtual Gala. Without healing work of the artists, the efforts

of the teachers, the giving of time of the volunteers, and the contributions of the staff,

board members, and sponsors we would not be able to do what we do. A special thanks to

the Program Committee, HAPI's staff, Board Members, and permanent volunteers.

Additionally, we are pleased to have the following featured artists this year—featured

Musicians Emilio Carlo and Julia Harguindey; featured Artist Ashley Seay, "Rising from the

Ashes" Personal Story Telling, Dina Savvenas; and Spoken Word Artists Imani Rhema and

Shalisa Council.

The Healing Arts Project, Inc.- HAPI, provides an avenue for persons in mental health and

addiction recovery to express their creativity through a wide range of artistic endeavors. In

this way we raise awareness in the community and help combat stigma about these

disorders, thus promoting understanding, acceptance and success. This project is funded

under an agreement with the state of Tennessee (Tennessee Arts Commission and

Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services), as the well as

Metro Arts Commission, and regular contributors such as Dick and Jane Baxter. Hundreds

of persons in mental health and addiction recovery enroll in art classes each year. Art

classes are held at several peer centers in and around Middle TN. Public and virtual art

exhibits were viewed annually by about 30,000 visitors. HAPI will use the proceeds of the

Gala for many projects that HAPI provides throughout the year which include art classes

and support for participants in mental health and addiction recovery. 

By the time you leave today I hope you have the chance to see healing and transforming

stories around this room. Keep in mind that we owe our existence to our artists. HAPI

provides a means to recovery through arts that is proven to be healing for participants.

Thanks and enjoy your evening!!!

Welcome!

Lynece Benton-Stewart
Executive Director



MEET THE MUSICIANS: THE

MUSICIANS WILL BE AVAILABLE

FOR QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

SPOKEN WORD OPEN MIC: STEP

UP TO THE MIC AND SHARE

YOUR SPOKEN ART.

PERSONAL STORY TELLING: THE

ARTIST WILL SHARE WHAT ART

MEANS TO THEM AND BE

AVAILABLE FOR QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS.

FEATURED ARTIST: DISCUSS THE

ARTIST’S PROCESS.

Program
5:00 - 6:00 PM

REGISTRATION 

WELCOME

6:00 PM

INTRODUCTIONS

HAPI REVIEW

6:30 PM

BREAK OUT ROOMS 

MEET THE MUSICIANS: TWO

NASHVILLE SYMPHONY PLAYERS

SHARE PRE-RECORDED VIDEOS

OF PERFORMANCES.

SPOKEN WORD OPEN MIC:

PROFESSIONAL ARTIST WILL

SHARE A PIECE AND GIVE TIPS

ON "SPOKEN WORD" ART FORM.

RISING FROM THE ASHES;

PERSONAL STORY TELLING: A

PERSONAL STORY OF AN ARTIST.

FEATURED ARTIST: THE ARTIST

WILL HAVE A PIECE OF THEIR

ART AND DISCUSS THEIR

INSPIRATION THE PIECE.

 7:00 PM

PROGRAM AND AWARDS

7:30 PM

BREAK OUT ROOMS 

 9:00 PM

AUCTION CLOSES

HTTP://BIT.LY/2021-HAPI-SILENT-AUCTION

THE SILENT AUCTION IS WEB-BASED:

https://events.readysetauction.com/healingartsprojectinc-hapi/11thannualgala


Awards

This award is given to recognize a business or organization that has contributed to the ability of HAPI

to reduce stigma and provide creative opportunities for the artists.

Pinnacle Financial Partners has been a Phoenix Art Gala sponsor for many years and have supported

HAPI outreach to share art in the community. They are an outstanding financial institution that cares

about people in mental health and addiction recovery. Cheryl Plummer is the Pinnacle Bank Financial

Advisor’s, Sr. Vice President and is located at the Green Hills location. Cheryl is part of what makes

Pinnacle an outstanding financial institution. Cheryl is grew up in Nashville. Her love and passion for

helping others is what has drawn her to the financial world. When Cheryl is not supporting others, she

loves to read, hike, garden, and travel with her family.

The 2021 Business Friend Phoenix Award

This award is given to honor Louetta Hix who was inspired by the healing power of art and to recognize

an individual whose expressive art is part of their recovery and who shares their creativity in HAPI

activities and events. This year’s award goes to David Duncan. He is originally from Columbia, TN and

has been creating art his entire life. David went to MTSU for Graphic Arts. Back in 1987, David decided

to move to Nashville for job opportunities. In 2006, David was introduced to HAPI and referred by his

counselor Dr. Ellis. And David has been creating art since that time. Art has helped him express himself

when words cannot convey his feelings. When asked how art makes him feel, David replied, “Art is

instrumental. It is a visual communication that transcends from language to language.

Art is a form of communication with a calming effect on the mind. When I am creating, I feel like I am

on another planet. As I concentrate on my art, it is like it is just me and my ideas, and I watch them

come to life.” David is receiving this award because of his talented and creative contributions to HAPI's

art collection. He has consistently donated art pieces as well as loaned HAPI pieces to exhibit. Last,

year he donated a piece of his art to the Featured Musician.

The 2021 Louetta Hix Memorial:  Artist of Distinction Phoenix Award

This award is given to recognize a member or organization of the community who has contributed

significantly to reducing stigma and showing the value of the arts in recovery. This year’s Community

Friend Phoenix Award goes to Leslie Wright of the Murfreesboro Cultural Arts Community Gallery at

Patterson Park. Leslie grew up primarily in Murfreesboro, TN. Art was a way of life for Leslie. By her

growing up in an artsy family, she tried several different genres of art including dance, theatre, and

painting. Outside of facilitating Murfreesboro's Cultural Arts Community Gallery, she enjoys attending

art festivals, galleries, and collecting unique pieces to enjoy with her family. On her down time,

she enjoys gardening, reading, ballroom dancing, baking and adventures with her family.

The 2021 Community Friend Phoenix Award



Awards

This award is given to recognize an individual in the community who has given of themselves to

strengthen the impact of the Healing Arts Project, Inc. (HAPI). This year’s award goes to Diane Warren.

Diane first came to HAPI in January 2020. She was a volunteer from Hands on Nashville, answering a

call for help. She came on during time of two big transitions. HAPI had just hired two new staff for the

opened positions. So, the staff was not very familiar with the work that we were asking Diane to do.

Then, when things looked up, COVID hit the city. However, Diane did not give up on HAPI. She

continued to see things from a different perspective and was able to use her expertise in helping HAPI

restructure old systems to meet the needs of HAPI, its partners, teachers, and the art participants.

Diane has officially been an ongoing volunteer for a little over a year. When Diane, is not volunteering

for HAPI, and other nonprofits and organizations, she enjoys art by visiting museums and exhibits and

taking art classes. Her other interests includes traveling, reading, baking, and doing yoga exercises.

The 2021 Volunteer Friend Phoenix Award

Jane and Dick Baxter Dedication Award 2021

This award is given to recognize an individual’s dedicated friendship and support for Healing Arts

Project, Inc. and its mission. The HAPI Board determined that an award should be given to capture the

spirit and dedication that Dick and Jane Baxter (pictured below) have given to HAPI over the years.

The Jane and Dick Baxter Dedication Award for 2021

is presented to Dr. Bob Vero to recognize his tireless

work in behavioral health to treat and support

individuals. As Chief Executive Officer of Centerstone

of Tennessee and Georgia, he uses his wide clinical

experience to provide leadership and oversight of

Centerstone’s clinical service, including the peer

support centers where HAPI art classes are held.

Under his leadership, Centerstone has developed

programs that support HAPI participants’ personal

development and expression and that reflect Bob’s

own compassion and caring for persons in recovery

from mental health and addiction issues.

With his insight into the healing power of art in clinical

work and in life, he has continued to promote HAPI

art as a part of recovery. 

He makes funds available for art classes in the peer support centers. Staff and HAPI artists from the peer centers

attend the Phoenix Gala every year. Many HAPI artworks are purchased by Centerstone staff.

We recognize Dr. Bob Vero’s dedication, friendship, and support of the Healing Arts Project, Inc. over

many years.
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Born into a musical family, Emilio found his passion for music in

his birthplace of the Bronx, NY. His earliest influences were Salsa

and hip-hop, arguably the anthem of the city’s borough. Emilio

began his studies on the viola at the age of 13 when he moved to

Prince George’s County, Maryland. Self-taught until high school,

he began studying with William Foster of the National Symphony

Orchestra as a student of the Youth Fellowship Program at the

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Upon

graduating, he attended the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music

where he would study with Masao Kawasaki and Jan Grüning of

the Ariel String Quartet. He was also a member of the inaugural

class of the Cincinnati Symphony’s Diversity Fellowship Program

where he performed with the orchestra for two years. Emilio has

participated in esteemed training programs such as the Pacific

Music Festival in Sapporo, Japan, and The Aspen Music Festival.

He was most recently on a one year contract with the Nashville

Symphony Orchestra.

EMILIO CARLO
NASHVILLE SYMPHONY

MEET THE MUSICIANS BREAKOUT ROOM



Argentinian-born bassoonist Julia Harguindey joined the Nashville

Symphony as Principal Bassoon at the beginning of the 2016/17 season.

She has also been the Principal Bassoon of the Santa Fe Opera since

2017. Julia has performed regularly with the Santa Fe Chamber Music

Festival as well as guest principal bassoon with Les Violons du Roy

(Québec), Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, and the Atlanta Symphony.

She has also played with the Métropolitain Orchestra and the Montréal

Symphony Orchestra. Julia is the first-prize winner at the 2015 Prix

d’Europe Woodwind Category, second-prize winner at the 2014 OSM

Standard Life Competition, and a recipient of the 2012 and 2014 Sylva

Gelber Foundation career grant. As a Curtis Institute grad, she

participated in a collaboration between Curtis and the Fundación Azteca

in a series of concerts and masterclasses throughout Mexico. After

arriving in Montréal, Canada in 1991, Julia studied at the Conservatoire

de Musique de Montréal and subsequently at the Curtis Institute of

Music in Philadelphia. Her teachers have included Daniel Matsukawa and

Mathieu Harel. 
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JULIA HARGUINDEY
NASHVILLE SYMPHONY

MEET THE MUSICIANS BREAKOUT ROOM



Dina Savvenas, a Johnson City, TN native, is a CPRS and a CPRS Trainer.

She holds two Bachelor’s Degrees in Psychology & Philosophy and an

MA in Storytelling from ETSU. She began working at Frontier Health as a

Peer Wellness Coach for the TDMHSAS Wellness Initiative My Health My

Choice My Life in 2015. She received several honors in this position,

including the “Advocate of the Year” award at the 2018 Certified Peer

Recovery Specialist Conference in Manchester, TN. Dina began serving

as the Statewide Peer Wellness Coach & Trainer in November 2018, and

she is committed to serving peers receiving services in the state of

Tennessee and also to her team of Peer Wellness Coaches, and she

serves currently as the Consumer Advisory Board Chair and President of

the Tennessee Association of Peer Specialists. Dina is personally

committed to wellness, enjoys acting and theatre, watercolor arts, belly

dance, drumming, and being active in the great outdoors. 
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DINA SAVVENAS
PEER WELLNESS COACH

STORYTELLING BREAKOUT ROOM



Ashley Seay is the owner of SuperNatural Relief, a printmaking studio

that offers original art with a focus in woodblock printing, custom logo

woodblocks, wood sculpture and design, pattern design, and fabric

printing. Woodblock printing is done by reversing an image, carving it on

a piece of wood by leaving the image's outline on the wood, and then

the block is inked and printed on a substance like paper or fabric. A

printing press is used to reproduce prints with even pressure.

Woodblock printing is how the first newspapers, books and bibles were

produced. The artwork is inspired by history, nature, Ancestors,

Universe, and family and friends. 

“Creating is a very deep process for me. Art is not just an image on

paper, it is an extension of the soul. I start by contemplating all of my

inspirations, such as nature, current and past events, family and friends,

life experiences, etc. The composition and theme of my work depends

on how I want my audience to experience it. Abstract geometric

symbolism is a common trait in my pattern designs, which creates a

different interpretation and experience for all who encounter the pieces.

At the end of the day, I want people to learn something new, raise

questions, and acknowledge any feelings or thoughts that are inspired

by looking at the artwork. It gives me a sense of completion and

gratitude to know that I have touched others with this great gift of art

that I was blessed with."
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ASHLEY SEAY
WOODBLOCK PRINTER, PAINTER, MULTIMEDIA ARTIST

FEATURED ARTIST BREAKOUT ROOM



Native to Nashville, Tennessee, Imani Rhema is a local poet and spoken

word artist. Imani is the artist's self-given name, meaning Faith in Swahili.

She chose this word to define herself because her beliefs often are the

basis of the poems she writes. Rhema (pronounced RAY-ma) can be

defined as a 'prophetic word' in Hebrew and in Greek. The word rhyme

derives from it. Imani Rhema has been writing rhyme in the artistic forms

of poetry and songs since the age of 12. "I write about the beauty of

being African American, its situations and circumstances." She has

penned thought-provoking poems with topics ranging from being a

single mom to growing up listening to hip hop music in East Nashville.

"This is my passion, my calling, my escape, my purpose. I call my style of

writing Souletry." Imani is the founder of the Soul Food Poetry Cafe, an

event that showcases live music and spoken word talent that was has

been in operation since 2007.
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IMANI RHEMA
POET

OPEN MIC BREAKOUT ROOM



Shalisa Council, also known as D. Essence, is a native of Nashville, TN.

She is a poet and songwriter who discovered the power of writing at a

young age and began to use it as an outlet of expression. During her

college career, she served as a writing mentor for Southern Word

(formerly known as Youth Speaks Nashville) and was part of the

Tennessee State University team of poets that won the inaugural Slam

competition, hosted at the HBCU. Under the mentorship of Imani Rhema,

her passion for performance was reignited in 2018 on the stage of Soul

Food Poetry Café.
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SALISHA COUNCIL / D. ESSENCE
POET

OPEN MIC BREAKOUT ROOM



THANK YOU TO
OUR SPONSORS

Jane & Dick Baxter

Benton Counseling 

& Consulting Services

Todd Fowler &

Chris Hankins

Psychiatry at

Ashwood


